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ICC-lawcase against NL hidden by former ICC-president SangHyunSong and Prosecutor FatouBensouda for
the people of the Netherlands en Planet Earth.

ICC-employees torture my body and build wars, internationally

New ICC-president Silva Fernández de Gurmend,

The Netherlands is  an official 100% dictatorship since 2june2014.

The NL-parliament under supervision of President MarkRutte, the Monarchy under King Willem-

Alexander and the NL-eclectoral Council collectively misuse the corruption conducted by former

ICC-president Sang Hyun Song and Prosecutor FatouBensouda... to sneakily kill people in NL.

They have proven to me in 2014 that they enjoy to torture me and to  misuse my body and 

private life to kill people with.

Due to the lies of ICC about the fact that I – a Dutch national – started an ICC-lawcase against

former President Jan Peter Balkenende & Co  on 1may2007....  and many other dictators in 

NL... ICC and NL-politicians, King, CivilServants and Reporters are quilty building wars over 

the past 8 years  and  causing the MH17 flightcrash in Ukraine. 

ICC must explain to the People on Earth that I started this ICC-lawcase against NL in 2007.

And that I did put many other warcriminals working inside the NL-bureaucracy in ICC-prison 

for torture on my body and killing people via the ICC-lobby about my file.

You are a New President... and I sincerely hope that you wil stop the criminal methods of work

of ICC.   You will find my file on CD and my websites.

I have come to a conclusion:
– From april 2015 on I will start an ICC-lawcase against every dictator in our NL-

bureaucracy who misuses my ICC-file to torture me and to kill people with.

– Holland has a fast growing Hilter-like bureaucracy aimed at the labourcontracts of the 

Elite only. They collectively ignore the Constitution, Humanright treaties and the 

Torture-treaty, now they know that ICC supports their warcrimes on the bodies of 

Dutch nationals. And people internationally.

I do want you to write the full truth about the NL-ICC-lawcase on the ICC-website.

I also want you to publish my full file, now ICC is located in TheHague NL.

I still want the truth publicly known and a settlement and payment for the damage caused by 

NL politicians, King, Civilservants, Reporters. I want 5 million euro – tax free – to close this 

lawcase.
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